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rape in our videos.Q: I want to use the same connection inside a class and into another I'm pretty
new to PHP and I have a problem with this: I want to use the same connection inside a class and
into another one. This is the part of the code: public function __construct(PDO $connection){
$this->connection = $connection; } public function createPost($id, $post){
$this->connection->query("INSERT INTO table (id, post) VALUES ($id, $post)"); } The thing is,
when I try to use $this->connection into another function, like this: public function getPost($id){
$query = $this->connection->prepare("SELECT * FROM table WHERE id = :id");
$query->bindValue(":id", $id); $query->execute(); $post = $query->fetch(); return $post; } I get
an error "Fatal error: Using $this when not in object context" I'm really sorry, I'm new at using
PDO and I hope you can help me. Thank you A: You need to call the parent constructor using
parent::__construct(PDO $connection) and then you can call $this->connection = $connection
public function __construct(PDO $connection){ parent::__construct($connection);
$this->connection = $connection; } In many present day situations, an apparatus for dispensing a
product from a container is 6d1f23a050
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